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Summary
In this Report background information on a Monte Carlo radio simulation methodology is given.
Apart from giving general information this text also constitutes a specification for the first
generation of spectrum engineering advanced Monte Carlo analysis tool (SEAMCAT) software
which implements the Monte Carlo methodology applied to radiocommunication scenarios.

General
The problem of unwanted emissions, as a serious factor affecting the efficiency of radio spectrum
use, is being treated in depth in various fora, internal and external to the European Conference of
Postal and Telecommunications Administrations (CEPT). As the need to reassess the limits for
unwanted emissions within Appendix 3 of the Radio Regulations (RR) is observed, it is widely
recognized that a generic method is preferable for this purpose.
One of numerous reasons why generic methods are favoured is their a priori potential to treat new
communication systems and technologies as they emerge. Another reason is that only a generic
method can aspire to become a basis for a widely recognized analysis tool.
The Monte Carlo radio simulation tool described in this Report was developed, based on the above
considerations, within the European Radiocommunication Committee (ERC) process.

SEAMCAT
SEAMCAT is the implementation of a Monte Carlo radio simulation model developed by the group
of CEPT administrations, European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) members and
international scientific bodies. SEAMCAT is a public object code software distributed by the CEPT
European Radiocommunications Office (ERO), Copenhagen. The Web address is as follows:
http.//www.ero.dk
The software is also available in the ITU-R software library. Further details can be provided
by ERO, e-mail: ero@ero.dk.

1

Background

In order to reassess the limits for unwanted emissions within RR Appendix 3, it is desirable to
develop an analytical tool to enable us to evaluate the level of interference which would be
experienced by representative receivers. It has been agreed in the ITU-R that level of interference
should be expressed in terms of the probability that reception capability of the receiver under
consideration is impaired by the presence of an interferer. To arrive at this probability of
interference, statistical modelling of interference scenarios will be required and this Report
describes the methodology and offers a proposal for the tool architecture.
The statistical methodology described here and used for the tool development is best known as
Monte Carlo technique. The term “Monte Carlo” was adopted by von Neumann and Ulan during
World War II, as a code-name for the secret work on solving statistical problems related to atomic
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bomb design. Since that time, the Monte Carlo method has been used for the simulation of random
processes and is based upon the principle of taking samples of random variables from their defined
probability density functions. The method may be described as the most powerful and commonly
used technique for analysing complex statistical problems. The Monte Carlo approach does not
have an alternative in the development of a methodology for analysing unwanted emission
interference.
The approach is:
–

generic: a diversity of possible interference scenarios can be handled by a single model.

–

flexible: the approach is very flexible, and may be easily devised in a such way as to handle
the composite interference scenarios.

2

Monte Carlo simulation methodology: An overview

This methodology is appropriate for addressing the following items in spectrum engineering:
–

sharing and compatibility studies between different radio systems operating in the same or
adjacent frequency bands, respectively;

–

evaluation of transmitter and receiver masks;

–

evaluation of limits for parameters such as unwanted (spurious and out-of-band) blocking
or intermodulation levels.

The Monte Carlo method can address virtually all radio-interference scenarios. This flexibility is
achieved by the way the parameters of the system are defined. The input form of each variable
parameter (antenna pattern, radiated power, propagation path,…) is its statistical distribution
function. It is therefore possible to model even very complex situations by relatively simple
elementary functions. A number of diverse systems can be treated, such as:
–

broadcasting (terrestrial and satellite);

–

mobile (terrestrial and satellite);

–

point-to-point;

–

point-to-multipoint, etc.

The principle is best explained with the following example, which considers only unwanted
emissions as the interfering mechanism. In general the Monte Carlo method addresses also other
effects present in the radio environment such as out-of-band emissions, receiver blocking and
intermodulation.
Some examples of applications of this methodology are:
–

compatibility study between digital personal mobile radio (PMR) (TETRA) and GSM at
915 MHz;

–

sharing study between FS and FSS;

–

sharing study between short range devices (Bluetooth) and radio local area networks
(RLANs) in the industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) band at 2.4 GHz;
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–

compatibility study for International Mobile Telecommunications-2000 (IMT-2000) and
PCS1900 around 1.9 GHz;

–

compatibility study for ultra wideband systems and other radio systems operating in these
frequency bands.

2.1

Illustrative example (only unwanted emissions, most influential interferer)

For interference to occur, it has been assumed that the minimum carrier-to-interference ratio, C/I, is
not satisfied at the receiver input. In order to calculate the C/I experienced by the receiver, it is
necessary to establish statistics of both the wanted signal and unwanted signal levels. Unwanted
emissions considered in this simulation are assumed to result from active transmitters. Moreover,
only spurii falling into the receiving bandwidth have been considered to contribute towards
interference. For the mobile to fixed interference scenario, an example is shown in Fig. 1.

FIGURE 1
An example of interference scenario involving TV receiver and portable radios

Wanted
signal

Victim
receiver

Mobile radio
receive-only
mode

Mobile radio,
in a call

Mobile radio,
in a call and
spurious in
receiver bandwidth

Mobile radio, in a call and
spurious in victim receiver
bandwidth with lowest
coupling loss
Rap 2028-01
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Many potential mobile transmitters are illustrated. Only some of the transmitters are actively
transmitting and still fewer emit unwanted energy in the victim receiver bandwidth. It is assumed
that interference occurs as a result of unwanted emissions from the most influent transmitter with
the lowest path loss (median propagation loss + additional attenuation variation + variation in
transmit power) to the receiver.
An example of Monte Carlo simulation process as applied to calculating the probability of
interference due to unwanted emission is given in Fig. 2. For each trial, a random draw of the
wanted signal level is made from an appropriate distribution. For a given wanted signal level, the
maximum tolerable unwanted level at the receiver input is derived from the receiver’s C/I figure.

FIGURE 2
An example formulation of the Monte Carlo evaluation process
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Rap 2028-02

For the many interferers surrounding the victim, the isolation due to position, propagation loss
(including any variations and additional losses) and antenna discrimination is computed. The lowest
isolation determines the maximum unwanted level which may be radiated by any of the transmitters
during this trial.
From many trials, it is then possible to derive a histogram of the unwanted levels and for a given
probability of interference, then to determine the corresponding unwanted level.
By varying the values of the different input parameters to the model and given an appropriate
density of interferers, it is possible to analyse a large spectra of interference scenarios.

6
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Architecture requirements

One of the main requirements is to select such an architectural structure for the simulation tool
which would be flexible enough to accommodate analysis of composite interference scenarios in
which a mixture of radio equipment sharing the same habitat and/or multiple sources of interference
(e.g. out-of-band emission, spurious emission, intermodulation, ...) are involved and can be treated
concurrently.
Other requirements would be that the proposed architecture consists of modular elements and is
versatile enough to allow treatment of the composite interference scenarios.
The proposed Monte Carlo architecture which meets these constraints is presented in Fig. 3. The
proposed architecture is basically of a sequential type and consists of four processing engines:
–

event generation engine;

–

distribution evaluation engine;

–

interference calculation engine;

–

limits evaluation engine.

The schematic view of the entire tool is in Fig. 3.

FIGURE 3
Architecture of the simulation tool
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Rap 2028-03

The list of interference parameters and their relevance to one or more of the processing engines is
shown in Annex 1.
3.1

Event generation engine

The event generation engine (EGE) takes the relevant parameters from the submitted interference
scenario and generates information on the received signal strength (RSS) of the desired, as well as
on the strength for each of the interfering, signals included in the composite interference scenario.
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This process is repeated N times, where N is a number of trials which should be large enough to
produce statistically significant results. Generated samples of the desired, as well as all interfering,
signals are stored in separate data arrays of the length N.
The trials on parameters being common for desired and interfering radio paths are done
concurrently in order to capture possible correlation between desired and interfering signals. Such
an implementation will not cover those seldom cases of interference in which one interference
mechanism is excited by another interference (e.g. a strong emission of the first transmitter mixes
with a spurious emission of the second transmitter and produces an intermodulation type of
interference).
The flow chart description and detailed algorithm description for the EGE are presented in Annex 2.
List of potential sources of interference to be found in a radio environment includes:
Transmitter interference phenomena:
–

unwanted (spurious and out-of-band) emissions;

–

wideband noise;

–

intermodulation;

–

adjacent channel;

–

co-channel.

Receiver interference phenomena:
–

spurious emission.

Background noise:
–

antenna noise;

–

man-made noise.

Other receiver interference susceptibility parameters:
–

blocking;

–

intermodulation rejection;

–

adjacent and co-channel rejections;

–

spurious response rejection.

All of the above sources can be classified into three generic interference mechanism categories:
undesired emission, intermodulation and receiver susceptibility. Each of the above three categories
requires a different model for physical processes being characteristic for that interfering
mechanism. The man-made noise and the antenna temperature noise can be considered as an
increase of the thermal noise level, decreasing thus the sensitivity of a receiver, and can be entered
in the simulation when the criteria of interference is I/N (interference-to-noise ratio) or C/(I + N)
(wanted signal-to-interference + noise).

8
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Distribution evaluation engine

The distribution evaluation engine (DEE) takes arrays of the data generated by the EGE and
processes the data with the aim of:
a)

assessing whether or not the number of samples is sufficient to produce statistically stable
results;

b)

calculating correlation between the desired signal and interfering signal data and between
different types of the interfering signals (e.g. blocking vs. unwanted emissions);

c)

calculating a known continuous distribution function, e.g. Gaussian, as the best fit to the
generated distributions of the desired and interfering signal data.

Items a) and c) can be achieved using well known goodness-of-fit algorithms for general
distributions such as the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Applicability of the fit to this specific task is to
be further investigated in the planned phase 2 of the development of the methodology.
If DEE detects unacceptable variation in discrete distribution parameters estimated in two
successive estimations using N and N + ∆N sample sizes, the EGE is instructed to generate another
∆N of additional samples. This test is repeated until a tolerable variation of the parameters is
measured over the pre-defined number of successive tests.
Three different kinds of outputs are possible from the DEE engine:
–

data arrays of the wanted and interfering signals. This is the output in the case that a high
degree of correlation is detected between the wanted and any of the interfering signals;

–

discrete distributions of the wanted and interfering signals are passed in the case of a
weak correlation between the signals or in the case that there was no correlation between
the signals but no continuous distribution approximation with satisfactory accuracy was
possible;

–

continuous distribution functions of the wanted and interfering signals are passed to the
interference calculation engine (ICE) in the case that signals were de-correlated and discrete distributions were successfully approximated with continuous distribution functions.

The proposed flow chart and detailed algorithm specification are presented in Annex 3.
3.3

Interference calculation engine (ICE)

The ICE is the heart of the proposed architecture. Here, information gathered by the EGE and
processed by DEE are used to calculate probability of interference. Depending on which kind of
information was passed from DEE to ICE, three possible modes of calculating the probability of
interference are identified, as shown in Annex 4.
Mode 1: Data arrays for dRSS (wanted signal) and inRSS (interfering signal resulting from n
different systems) passed by the DEE to the ICE, and vector representing the composite interfering
signal I is calculated as a sum of the inRSS data vectors.

Mode 2: Distribution function for the composite interfering signal is calculated by taking random
samples for inRSS distributions and linearly adding them up.
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Mode 3: The inRSS is calculated using numerical or analytical integration of the supplied
distribution functions for each of the interference sources.
Mode 4: All signals are assumed to be mutually independent and the overall probability for
interference is identified as the probability to be disturbed by at least one kind of interference.
Different criteria for calculation of interference probability can be accommodated within the
processing engine. A cumulative probability functions (cpf) can be calculated for C/I, C/(N + I ),
I /N or N/(N + I ) random variables.
The flow of information together with associated processes is shown in the form of a flow chart in
Annex 4.
All interfering signal distributions are calculated with respect to reference levels, or functions, of
unwanted (emission mask), blocking (receiver mask) or intermodulation attenuation. Interfering
signal distributions for some other reference levels or functions can be derived by first order
(unwanted or blocking) or third order (intermodulation) linear translation of the reference
distributions (see Annex 4).
3.4

Limits evaluation engine (LEE)

The LEE is to play a very important role in two aspects of the tool development:
–

selection of optimal values for the limits;

–

verification of the tool.

Output from the ICE is presented as a multi-dimensional surface characterizing the dependence of
the probability of interference versus the radio parameters. Two main features of the probability
surface are:
–

the same probability of interference is achieved by different sets of the limit values for the
radio parameters under consideration;

–

probability of interference parameter is not used in the radio system design and as such
does not lend itself nicely for the validation through the system performance measurements.
Instead, degradation in system coverage or traffic capacity seems to be more appropriate
for understanding impact of a particular probability of interference to the radio system
performance.

The radio variables are transformed from the probabilistic space into a system performance space
enabling us to evaluate the system performance degradation due to presence of interference. When
the inter-system compatibility is analysed (e.g. unwanted emission), radio coverage and/or traffic
capacity can be used to evaluate the impact of the radio parameters limits. For the case of intrasystem compatibility study (e.g. out-of-band emission), spectrum efficiency should be used to
derive appropriate values for the radio parameters.
The limit values are derived by means of an optimization algorithm. For optimization to work, a
criteria needs to be set. The criteria is usually termed the cost function and the optimization process
has for a task to minimize this cost function. The cost function is a function of all radio parameters
and their significance to the cost can be altered by means of the weight coefficients.

10
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The weight coefficients can integrate any of the following aspects into the optimization process:
–

system availability;

–

traffic capacity;

–

spectrum utilization;

–

technological limitations;

–

economic constraints.

The set of radio parameters values for which the cost function is minimized represents the optimal
solution for the limit values.
The role of LEE is very important within the tool. However, since its various elements are still
under consideration, it will not be possible to include LEE into the first phase of the implementation.

Annex 1
List of input parameters
The following rules are applied:
−

a capital letter is used for a distribution function, e.g. P;

−

a small letter is a variable (result of a calculation or a trial), e.g. p;

−

the index refers to a player: wanted transmitter, victim receiver, wanted receiver and interfering transmitter.

Parameters for the wanted transmitter (wt)
P supplied
: power level distribution for various transmitters (dBm)
wt
p supplied
: sample power level taken from the above distribution (dBm)
wt
ax
gm
wt :

maximum antenna gain (dBi)

patternwt : antenna directivity within operating bandwidth (dB) (supplied as a function or a look-up
table)
Hwt :

antenna height distribution (1/m)

R max
wt :

radius of the wanted transmitter coverage (km), (not required for point-to-point)
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Parameters for the victim receiver (vr)
C/I :

protection ratio (dB)

max
g vr
:

maximum antenna gain (dBi)

patternvr : antenna directivity within operating bandwidth (dB) (supplied as a function or a look-up
table)
Hvr :

antenna height distribution (1/m)

block :

receiver frequency response (dB)

avr :

receiver susceptibility characteristic is expressed as a ratio between desired interfering
signal levels producing unacceptable receiver performance and is n as a function of
frequency separation between the two signals

intermod : receiver intermodulation response (dB)
The intermodulation response is a measure of the capability of the receiver to receive
a wanted modulated signal without exceeding a given degradation due to the presence
of two unwanted signals with a specific frequency relationship to the wanted signal
frequency
fvr :

frequency (MHz)

sensvr :

sensitivity of victim receiver (dBm)

bvr :

bandwidth of victim receiver (kHz)

Parameters for the interfering transmitter (it)
P isupplied
: power level distribution of various transmitters (dBm)
t
p itt _ hold : power control threshold (dBm)
p itdyc_ rg : power control dynamic range (dB)
p itst _ rg :

power control step range (dB)

g itmax:

maximum antenna gain (dBi)

R itmax:

radius of the interfering transmitter coverage (km)

12
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R simu :

radius of the area where interferers are spread (km)

d0 :

minimum protection in distance (km) between the victim receiver and interfering
transmitter

patternit :

antenna directivity (dB) (supplied as a function or a look-up table)

emission_relit :

relative emission mask (dBc/(reference bandwidth)) only used for interferer and
consists of the wanted signal level and all unwanted emissions including part of
emission floor depending on the power control

emission_floorit : absolute emission floor (dBm/(reference bandwidth)) only used for interferer
(unwanted emissions which would be emitted with the lowest possible power of
the transmitter)
Note that up to Version 1.1.5 of SEAMCAT the reference bandwidth of the floor
is fixed to 1 MHz.
fit :

frequency (MHz)

densit :

density (1/km2)

p tx
it :

probability of transmission (%), which is a statistical description of the smitter
activities averaged over a large number of users and long period of time

tempit :

normalized temporal activity variation function of time of the day (1/h)

Parameters for the wanted receiver (wr) belonging to the interfering transmitter
g max
wr :

maximum antenna gain (dBi)

patternwr : antenna directivity (dB) (supplied as a function or a look-up table)
Hwr :

antenna height distribution (1/m)

senswr :

dynamic sensitivity of the wanted receiver, taking into account margin for the fastfading and intra-system interference (dBm)

Environmental and propagation parameters
fpropag :

propagation law (median loss + variation) (given in Appendix 1 to Annex 2)

fmedian :

propagation law (median loss only) (given in Appendix 1 to Annex 2)

env :

environment type (indoor/outdoor, urban/suburban/open area)
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Annex 2
Event generation engine
Introduction

This Annex describes how to construct signals that are used in the interfering scenarios: the desired
signal and the interfering signals due to unwanted emission, blocking and intermodulation. The
calculated signals are stored in an array which serves as input to the DEE as shown in Fig. 4.

FIGURE 4
General flow chart of the EGE

dRSS

N

i1 RSS
i2 RSS
...
in RSS

N – array vectors
dRSS and ii RSS
Rap 2028-04

Inputs

The input parameters are defined in Annex 1. The different players are shown in Fig. 5.
Outputs

dRSS :

desired received signal strength (dBm)

iRSSspur :

interfering received signal strength including unwanted emissions (dBm)

iRSSblocking :

interfering received signal strength due to blocking (dBm)

iRSSintermod :

interfering received signal strength due to intermodulation (dBm)

14
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FIGURE 5
Different players participating in the EGE
wr1

it1

wr2

it2

vr

wt

itn

wrn

Rap 2028-05

Calculation

In this section:
–

T represents a trial from a given distribution (algorithm described in Appendix 4).

–

Distributions U(0,1), G(σ) and R(σ) are defined in Appendix 3.

–

Flow chart of dRSS calculation is given in Appendix 5 and flow charts of iRSS calculations
are given in Appendices 6 and 8.

NOTE 1 – Distances d between transmitters and receivers are applied with the unit in km.

a)

dRSS calculation

There are three different choices to determine dRSS: depending on a variable distance, for a fixed
distance or using a given signal distribution (see Appendix 5).
Case of variable distance:
supplied
supplied
dRSS = f ( p wt
, g wt →vr , pl wt ↔vr , g vr ↔ wt ) = p wt
+ g wt →vr ( fvr ) – pl wt ↔ vr ( fvr ) + g vr → wt ( fvr )
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If the received signal cannot exceed a given value (i.e. if it depends on the power control
implemented in the victim system) then:
dRSS = min(dRSS, DRSSmax)

using dRSS as calculated before

where:
fvr :

frequency received in the victim receiver
f vr = T ( f vr )
This frequency can be set constant or determined by a certain distribution, e.g. the
discrete frequency distribution (see Appendix 3). In general, the victim frequency
should not be fixed but should computed and randomly chosen as the interferer
frequency using a discrete distribution (see also b)).

p supplied
: maximum power level distribution supplied to the wanted transmitter antenna
wt

(

supplied
p supplied
= T Pwt
wt

)

plwt ↔ vr : path loss between the wanted transmitter and the victim receiver (propagation loss,
slow fading and clutter losses taken into account). Depending on whether the criteria
of interference will apply to the instantaneous dRSS (Rayleigh fading excluded) or to
the mean dRSS
plwt ↔ vr = f propag ( fvr , hvr , hwt , d wt ↔ vr , env)

or
plwt ↔ vr = fmedian ( fvr , hvr , hwt , d wt ↔ vr , env)
where:
hvr :

victim receiver antenna height
hvr = T ( H vr )

min max
min
max
min
+ (hvr
− hvr
) T (U (0, 1))
e.g.: h vr = T (U (hvr
, hvr )) = hvr

hwt :

wanted transmitter antenna height
h wt = T ( H wt )

min max
min
max
min
e.g.: h vr = T (U (hwt
, hwt )) = hwt
+ (hwt
− hwt
) T (U (0, 1))

d wt ↔ vr :

distance between the victim receiver and the wanted transmitter
wt
d wt ↔ vr = T ( R max
)

wt
e.g.: d wt ↔ vr = R max
T (U (0, 1))

16
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wt
Three different choices for R max
are considered:
wt
Choice 1: Given distance R max

Choice 2: Noise limited network
wt
R max
is determined by the following equation:
supplied
max
fmedian ( fvr , hvr , hwt , d wt ↔vr , env) + fslowfading ( X %) = P wt
+ g max
wt + g vr − sensvr

where:
fmedian :
fslowfading(X%) :

propagation loss not including slow fading
fading margin to be used for 1-X% coverage loss.

In the case of lognormal fading and a 95% coverage loss at the edge of the coverage,
for large distances, the value fslowfading is well known 1.64 times the standard
deviation of the propagation loss. Further details of the determination of the radio
cell size in a noise limited network are given in Appendix 11.
Choice 3: Traffic limited network
wt
R max
=

nchannels nuserperchannel
π densmax cluster frequency

gwt → vr : wanted transmitter antenna gain in the victim receiver direction
max
g wt →vr = f ( g max
wt , patternwt ) = g wt × patternwt (θ wt →vr , ϕ wt → vr , fvr )

where:
(θwt→vr, ϕwt→vr) :

azimuth and elevation angles between the top of the wanted transmitter antenna and the top of the victim receiver antenna:

e.g.:

θ wt →vr = T (U (0, 2π)) = 2π × T (U (0, 1))
  π π 
π
ϕ wt →vr = T U  − ,   = π × T (U (0, 1)) −
2
  2 2 

For the computation of the gain symmetric antenna patterns see Appendix 12.
gvr → wt : victim receiver antenna gain in the wanted transmitter direction
max
g vr → wt = f ( g max
vr , pattern vr) = g vr × pattern vr (θ wt → vr + π, − ϕ wt → vr , fvr )

Case of fixed distances:
P nominal
: nominal power distribution
wt
ffading , fixed link : fading distribution
nominal
nominal
dRSS = f (Pwt
, f fading , fixed link ) = T ( Pwt
) − T ( ffading , fixed link )

Case of given dRSS: distribution to be given by the user.
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iRSSblock calculation
ninterferers

iRSSblock =

∑ (

f pitsupplied, g itPC , g it →vr , plit ↔vr , avr , g vr → it

j =1

)

ninterferers
j

= 10 log

∑

10 iblock / 10

j =1

where the j-th interferer signal is given by:

)

(

supplied
+ g itPC + git →vr ( fit ) − plit ↔ vr − avr + g vr →it ( fit )
iblock j ≡ pit
j

where for each interferer:
fit : interferer transmitting frequency
fit = T ( fit )
For the discrete frequency distribution see Appendix 3.
Note that it is clear that the trial of the dRSS frequency, fvr, occurs once and only
once on each simulation round, i.e. fvr is tried once as the wanted victim positions,
the wanted transmit power, and other distributions pertaining to the victim link.
These values then tried from the dRSS-distributions apply to >N trials of iRSS (where
N is the number of interferers).
If randomness of some parameters could be limited, then the model could not be used
also for simulation only, but also for more exact calculations. This feature would
allow an easier check of the validity of the simulation results.
Pitsupplied : maximum power supplied to the interfering transmitter antenna (before power
control)

(

p itsupplied = T Pitsupplied

)

g PC
ic : power control gain for the interfering transmitter

(

g itPC = f pc p itsupplied, git → vr , plit ↔ vr , g vr → it , pc t_hold
, pc itdyc_rg, pc itst_rg
it

)

where:
fpc : power control function (given in Appendix 2)
plit↔wr : path loss between the interfering transmitter and the wanted receiver (propagation loss, slow fading and clutter losses taken into account). Depending on the
power control implementation, this can be either mean path loss or instantaneous
path loss (Rayleigh fading excluded):
plit ↔ wr = f propag ( fit , hwr , hit , d it ↔ wr , env) + fclutter (env)

or
plit ↔ wr = fmean ( fit , hwr , hit , dit ↔ wr , env) + fclutter (env)

18
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where:
hwr :

antenna height of wanted transmitter
h wr = T ( H wr )

max
min
max
min
e.g.: h wr = T (U (h min
wr , h wr )) = h wr + (h wr − h wr ) T (U (0, 1))

hit :

interfering transmitter antenna height
hit = T ( Hit )

e.g.: hit = T (U (hitmin, hitmax )) = hitmin + (hitmax − hitmin ) T (U (0, 1))
dit ↔ wr : distance between the interfering transmitter and the wanted receiver
dit ↔ wr = T ( R itmax)
e.g.: dit ↔ wr = R itmax T (U (0, 1))
it
are made:
Three different choices for Rmax
it
Choice 1: Given distance Rmax

Choice 2: Noise limited network
Choice 3: Traffic limited network
For further details of the cell size determination see a).
git→wr :

interfering transmitter antenna gain in the direction of the closest base
station

g wr →it = f

max
,
( g wr

max
patternwr) = g wr
× patternwr (θit → wr + π, ϕit → wr , fit )

where:
(θit → wr , ϕit → wr ) : azimuth and elevation angles between the top of the interfering transmitter antenna and the top of the wanted receiver
antenna
θit → wr = T (U (0, 2π)) = 2π × T (U (0, 1))

e.g.:

  π π 
π
ϕit ↔ wr = T U  − ,   = π T × (U (0, 1)) −
2
  2 2 

For the computation of the gain for symmetric antenna patterns see
Appendix 12.
gwr→it :

base station antenna gain in the interfering transmitter direction

g wr →it = f

max
( g wr
,

max
patternwr) = g wr
× patternwr (θit → wr + π, − ϕit → wr , fit )
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plit ↔ vr : path loss between the interfering transmitter i and the victim receiver
(propagation loss, slow fading and clutter losses taken into account).
plit ↔ vr = f propag ( fit , hvr , hit , d it ↔ vr , env)

or
plwt ↔ vr = fmedian ( f vr , hvr , hwt , d wt ↔ vr , env)
The choice between fmedian and fpropag would depend on the criteria of
interference, and is closely related to the choice made for assessment of dRSS,
e.g. whether ICE will evaluate:
dRSS mean dRSS propag dRSS mean
;
;
;
iRSS mean iRSS propag iRSS propag

where:
hvr : victim receiver antenna height (defined in the dRSS calculation)
hit : interfering transmitter antenna height (defined previously)
dit ↔ vr : distance between the victim receiver and the interfering transmitter.
Three different ways to choose dit ↔ vr :
1. The most common case is when there is no spatial correlation between the
elements of the victim system and the elements of the interfering system.
Then, dit ↔ vr is a result of a trial:
d it ↔ vr = Rsimu T (U (0, 1))

where:
Rsimu :

radius of the area where interferers are spread
Rsimu =

n active
π densitactive

where:
n active :

number of active interferers considered in the simulation

n active :

should be sufficiently large so that the n + 1 interferer would bring a
negligible additional interfering power
dens itactive = densit × pittx × tempit (time)

If a minimum protection, dit↔vr ≥ d0 between the victim receiver and interfering
transmitter is introduced then Rsimu results in:
Rsimu =

n active
π densitactive

+ d 02

Note that each trial of dit↔vr < d0 has to be rejected and repeated for another trial
dit↔vr ≥ d0.
Note that if the protection distance d0 > 0 then a uniform distribution of the
interfering transmitter has to be chosen.
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2. This case deals with the situation where the victim system and the interfering
system are geographically correlated (e.g. co-located base stations).
This correlation is assumed to be only between one element (victim or wanted
transmitter) of the victim system and one element (interferer or wanted receiver)
of the interfering system.
A trial (if the distance is not fixed) of the distances and angles between the two
correlated elements is made (e.g. d wr ↔ vr , θ wr ↔ vr) . The knowledge of
dit ↔ wr , d vr ↔ wt , θit ↔ wr , θvr ↔ wt enables to derive the missing coordinates
(e.g. dit ↔ vr , θit ↔ vr ) .

FIGURE 6
Interfering scenario with a geographical correlation between
the victim and the interfering systems
wr

dwt↔wr, θwt↔wr
wt

dwr↔it, θwr↔it
dvr↔wt, θvr↔wt

dit↔vr, θit↔vr

it

vr
Rap 2028-06

3. Closest interferer
The influence of the closest interferer can be estimated by having a distance
dit↔vr following a Rayleigh distribution R(σ) defined in Appendix 3 and where
the parameter σ is related to the density of transmitters. This is an alternative
method for calculating the relative location of the interfering transmitter respect
to the victim receiver in non correlated mode which should avoid to perform
multiple trials on the number of interferers.
In this case the distribution for the distance between it and vr in the simulation
area is always a Rayleigh distribution:
dit ↔ vr = Rsimu × R(σ)
where standard deviation σ is related to the density of active transmitters:
σ=

1
2π densitactive
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Note that the simulation radius is useless but associated parameters (density,
activity and probability) are still required for calculation of the density of active
transmitters.
densitactive = densit × pit × activity
git →vr ( fit ) : interfering transmitter antenna gain in the victim receiver direction
git →vr = f ( gitmax, patternit ) = gitmax × patternit (θit →vr , ϕit →vr , fit )
where:
(θit →vr , ϕit →vr ):

azimuth and elevation angles between the top of the closest
interfering transmitter antenna and the top of the victim receiver
antenna

e.g.:

θit →vr = T (U (0, 2π)) = 2π × T (U (0, 1))
  π
ϕit ↔ vr = T U  − ,
  2

avr ( fit, fvr) :

π 
π
  = π × T (U (0, 1)) −
2 
2

attenuation of the victim receiver.

Three possible ways are considered for calculating this attenuation:
1. avr is given by the user.
2. Blocking is given in terms of blocking attenuation or protection ratio. For a wanted
signal 3 dB above the sensitivity, the attenuation avr can be derived from the following
equation (see Appendix 7):

 C
C
avr = f 
, blockatt  = 3 +
+ block att ( fit , fvr )
N+I

N +I

3. Blocking is given in terms of absolute level of blocking:

 C
C
avr = f 
, block abs  =
+ block abs ( fit , fvr ) − sensvr
 N+I
N +I

Two cases are envisaged:
Case 1: block is a mask which is a function of ∆ f = ( fit − fvr ). It is introduced to enable
calculations of interference between systems in adjacent bands;
Case 2: block is a fixed value (e.g. 80 dBm). It is used to derive generic limits.
g vr →it ( fit ) : victim receiver antenna gain in the interfering transmitter direction
max
max
g vr →it = f ( g vr
× patternvr (θit →vr , ϕit →vr , f it )
, patternvr ) = g vr
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iRSSspur calculation
ninterferers

iRSS spur = f (emissionit , git →vr , plit →vr , g vr →it ) = 10 log

∑

ispur j 10

10

j =1

where the j-th interferer signal is defined as:
ispur j = (emissionit ( fit , fvr) + git →vr ( fvr ) − plit →vr ( fvr ) + g vr →it ( fvr ))
Most of the parameter are already defined either in a) or b).
emissionit ( fit, fvr) : emission mask by the interfering transmitter which generally
depends on the relative emission mask, the interfering power, the
gain power control and the bandwidth of emission majored by the
absolute emission floor. For further details and the influence of
different bandwidths of the wanted and interfering radio systems
see Appendix 10.

{

}

emissionit ( f it , f vr ) = max pitsupplied + emission_relit ( f it , f vr ) + g itPC, emission_ floorit ( f it , f vr )

emission_relit : a relative emission mask which is a function of ∆ f = ( fit, fvr). It is
introduced to enable calculations of interference between systems
in the same or adjacent bands. The real emission is always greater
or equal than the absolute emission floor emission_ floorit ( fit, fvr)
gitpc :
plit ↔ vr :

power control gain for the interfering transmitter (defined in b))
path loss between the interfering transmitter and the victim receiver
(propagation loss, slow fading and clutter losses taken into account)
plit ↔ vr = f propag ( fvr , hvr , hit , d it ↔ vr , env) + fclutter (env)

where:
hvr :

victim receiver antenna height (defined in dRSS calculation)

hit :

interfering transmitter antenna height (defined in b))

dit ↔ vr :
git →vr ( fvr ) :

distance between the victim receiver and the interfering transmitter
(defined in b))
interfering transmitter antenna gain in the victim receiver direction:

git →vr ( fvr ) = ( gitmax, patternit ) = gitmax × patternit (θit →vr , ϕit →vr , fvr )
where:
(θit →vr , ϕit →vr ) : azimuth and elevation angles between the top of the closest interfering
transmitter antenna and the top of the victim receiver antenna (defined
in b))
g vr →it ( fvr ) : victim receiver antenna gain in the interfering transmitter direction
max
max
, patternvr ) = g vr
g vr →it ( fvr ) = ( g vr
× patternvr (θvr →it + π, − ϕvr →it , fvr )
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iRSSintermod calculation

iRSSintermod = f ( pitsupplied
, gitpc, k , git , k →vr , plit , k →vr , g vr →it , k , sensvr , intermod )
,k
n

= 10 log ∑

n

∑

10

with k = i, j

ii , j RSS intermod 10

i =1 j = 1, j ≠ i

where:
ii, j RSSintermod : intermodulation product of third order at the frequency f0
ii , j RSSintermod = 2i i RSSint + i j RSSint − 3intermod − 3sensvr − 9

dB

The interferer i transmits at the frequency f it , i = f it and the interferer j at the frequency
f it , j (see b)), which defines ∆ f = f it , j − f it and yields f 0 = f it − ∆ f = 2 f it − fit , j .
Assuming an ideal filter (roll off factor 0) the intermodulation product has to be considered
only for the bandwidth b:
f vr − b / 2 ≤ f 0 ≤ f vr + b / 2
For all other cases the intermodulation product can be neglected.

ik RSS int : received power in the victim receiver due to interferer k = i at fit or interferer k = j
at fit, j
ik RSSint = pitsupplied
, gitpc, k , g it , k →vr , plit , k ↔ vr , g vr →it , k
,k

The various parameters are defined in the previous a) to c). For the computation of ii RSSint
the same algorithms as given in Appendix 6 can be used because ii RSSint corresponds to
ii RSSblock + avr ( fit , fvr ).
intermod : receiver intermodulation response for a wanted signal 3 dB above the sensitivity.
Two cases are envisaged:
Case 1: intermod is given by the user, e.g. typical values are 70 dB for base station
equipment and 65 dB for mobile and handportable equipment. It is used to derive
generic limits.
Case 2: intermod(∆ f ) is measured as a function of ∆ f referred to fvr (see Appendix 9)
sensvr : sensitivity of victim receiver.
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Appendix 1
to Annex 2
[Knuth, 1969]

Propagation model
A number of propagation models are provided in the tool. They are depending on the environment
chosen for the scenarios:
–

general environment: open area, suburban or urban area;

–

environment for the interferers: indoor or outdoor;

–

environment for the victim receiver: indoor or outdoor.

The domain of validity for the models is described in Table 1.
TABLE 1
Below 30 MHz

No model available. Curves of Recommendation ITU-R P.368 is suited for
high power transmitters and large distances and is therefore not adapted to
interference calculations

Greater than 30 MHz

Free space model:

L[dB] = 32.5 + 20 log( f [MHz]) + 20 log(d [km])
Mandatory condition for the use is free line-of-sight, i.e. the first Fresnel
zone has to be clear!
Between 30 MHz and 3 GHz

Modified Hata model available for outdoor-outdoor path loss calculations.
Care should be taken when propagation distances are expected to be above
20 km.
Indoor-indoor and indoor-outdoor models also suitable.
For broadcasting the propagation model provided by Recommendation
ITU-R P.1546 is implemented

Above 3 GHz

Modified Hata model not advised.
Spherical diffraction model is suitable for open area environment and
point-to-point. No model available for suburban and urban environment.
Indoor-indoor and indoor-outdoor models also suitable
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To improve the flexibility of the tool, a “generic” model, e.g. L = A + B log(d ) + C d, both for the
wanted signal path and the interfering path d can also be entered by the user. The user of the tool is
then to enter the parameters A, B, C of the median attenuation formula and the distribution of the
variation in path loss Dv. As a default distribution, a lognormal distribution is to be proposed with a
standard deviation to be entered by the user. Then we have:
f propag (d ) = L + T ( Dv )

1

Free space path loss

The free space path loss is defined:
L[dB] = 32.5 + 20 log( f [MHz]) + 20 log(d [km])
Also, more elaborate models can be implemented by the user using a simple script. As an example
for the notation in the user defined propagation model, the free space path loss considering the
difference in antenna height is denoted:
L1 = 32.5;
L2 = 20 * log10(freq());
L3 = 10 * log10(dist()*dist()+(hrx()*hrx()+htx()*htx())/1000000);
L = L1 + L2 + L3;
eval L.

2

Modified Hata model
f propag ( f , h1, h 2, d , env) = L + T (G (σ))

where:
L:

median propagation loss (dB)

σ:

standard deviation of the slow fading distribution (dB)

f:

frequency (MHz)

Hm :

min{h1, h2}

Hb :

max {h1, h2}

d:
env :

distance (km), preferably less than 100 km
(outdoor/outdoor), (rural, urban or suburban), (propagation above or below
roof).

If Hm and/or Hb are below 1 m, a value of 1 m should be used instead. Antenna heights above 200 m
might also lead to significant errors. Propagation below roof means that both Hm and Hb are above
the height of roofs. Propagation is above roof in other cases (Hb above the height of roofs).
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2.1

Calculation of the median path loss L

Case 1:

d ≤ 0.04 km
L = 32.4 + 20 log( f ) + 10 log( d 2 + ( Hb − Hm) 2 / 106)

Case 2:

d ≥ 0.1 km
a( Hm ) = (1.1 log( f ) − 0.7) min{10, Hm } − (1.56 log( f ) − 0.8) + max{0, 20 log( Hm / 10)}
b( Hb ) = min{0, 20 log( Hb / 30)}
Note that for short range devices in the case of low base station antenna height, Hb,
b( H b ) = min{0, 20 log( H b / 30)} is replaced by:
b( H b ) = (1.1 log( f ) − 0.7) min{10, H b } − (1.56 log( f ) − 0.8) + max{0, 20 log( H b / 10)}

1

0.8
d 
α=

−4
−3
1 + 0.14 + 1.87 × 10 f + 1.07 × 10 Hb  log 

20 


(

)

for

d ≤ 20 km

for 20 km < d ≤ 100 km

Sub-case 1: Urban
30 MHz < f ≤ 150 MHz
L = 69.6 + 26.2 log(150) − 20 log(150 / f ) − 13.82 log(max{30, Hb }) +

[44.9 − 6.55 log(max{30, Hb })] log(d )α − a( Hm ) − b( Hb )
150 MHz < f ≤ 1 500 MHz
L = 69.6 + 26.2 log( f ) − 13.82 log(max{30, Hb }) +

[44.9 − 6.55 log(max{30, Hb })] log(d )α − a( Hm ) − b( Hb )
1 500 MHz < f ≤ 2 000 MHz
L = 46.3 + 33.9 log( f ) − 13.82 log(max{30, Hb }) +

[44.9 − 6.55 log(max{30, Hb })] log(d )α − a( Hm ) − b( Hb )
2 000 MHz < f ≤ 3 000 MHz
L = 46.3 + 33.9 log(2 000) + 10 log( f / 2 000) − 13.82 log(max{30, Hb }) +

[44.9 − 6.55 log(max{30, Hb })] log(d )α − a( Hm ) − b( Hb )
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Sub-case 2: Suburban
L = L(urban ) − 2{log[(min{max{150, f }, 2 000}) / 28]}2 − 5.4
Sub-case 3: Open area
L = L(urban ) − 4.78 {log[min{max{150, f }, 2 000}]}2 + 18.33 log[min{max{150, f }, 2 000}] − 40.94
Case 3:

0.04 km < d < 0.1 km

L = L(0.04) +

[log(d ) − log(0.04)] [L(0.1) − L(0.04)]
[log(0.1) − log(0.04)]

When L is below the free space attenuation for the same distance, the free space attenuation should
be used instead.
2.2

Assessment of the standard deviation for the lognormal distribution

Case 1:

d ≤ 0.04 km
σ = 3.5 dB

Case 2:

0.04 km < d ≤ 0.1 km

Case 3:

σ = 3.5 +

(12 − 3.5)
(d − 0.04)
(0.1 − 0.04)

dB

for propagation above the roofs

σ = 3.5 +

(17 − 3.5)
(d − 0.04)
(0.1 − 0.04)

dB

for propagation below the roofs

0.1 km < d ≤ 0.2 km
σ = 12 dB
σ = 17 dB

Case 4:

Case 5:

for propagation above the roofs
for propagation below the roofs

0.2 km < d ≤ 0.6 km
σ = 12 +

(9 − 12)
(d − 0.2)
(0.6 − 0.2)

dB

for propagation above the roofs

σ = 17 +

(9 − 17)
(d − 0.2)
(0.6 − 0.2)

dB

for propagation below the roofs

0.6 km < d
σ = 9 dB
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3

Spherical diffraction model

The spherical propagation model is based on Recommendations ITU-R P.452, ITU-R P.676 and
ITU-R P.5261.
According to Recommendation ITU-R P.452 the median loss between transmitter and receiver is
given by the following equation:
Lbd ( p ) = 92.5 + 20 log f + 20 log d + Ld ( p ) + Ag

where:
Lbd ( p) :

basic loss (dB) as function of the time percentage, p (%)

f:

frequency (GHz)

d:

distance (km)

Ld ( p) :
Ag :

diffraction loss (dB) as function of the time percentage, p (%)
attenuation due to atmospheric gas and water (dB).

The attenuation due to atmosphere is given by:
Ag = [ γo ( f ) + γw (ρ, f )] d

where:
γo ( f ) :
γw (ρ, f ) :

linear attenuation due to dry air (oxygen) (dB/km)
linear attenuation (dB/km) due to water as function of the water concentration
ρ (g/m3), default value: 3 g/m3.

Both terms can be approximated by the following equations according to Recommendation ITU-R P.676:
–

Attenuation due to water:


γ w (ρ , f ) = 0.050 + 0.0021ρ +



–

3. 6
2

( f − 22.2) + 8.5

+

10.6
2

( f − 183.3) + 9

+

 2
−4
 f ρ × 10
( f − 325.4) + 26.3 
8. 9

2

Attenuation due to oxygen:
 2

6.09
4.81
−3
γo ( f ) = 7.19 × 10 −3 +
+
 f × 10
2
2
f + 0.227 ( f − 57) + 1.50 

γ o ( f ) = 10.5 + 1.5 ( f − 57)
γ o ( f ) = 15 − 1.2 ( f − 60)


γ o ( f ) = 3.79 × 10



1

for f < 350 GHz

−7

f +

0.265
2

( f − 63) + 1.59

+


2
−3
 ( f + 198) × 10
( f − 118) + 1.47 
0.028
2

for

f ≤ 57 GHz

for

57 < f ≤ 60 GHz

for

60 < f ≤ 63 GHz

for

f > 63 GHz

The used documentation is based on documents published in 1990-1994. In the meantime newer
Recommendations are available. Unfortunately some of the useful information were shifted to Reports or
other Recommendations.
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Note that for simplification a linear interpolation between 57 and 63 GHz is used. The maximum is
15 dB/km for 60 GHz.
According to Recommendation ITU-R P.526, the diffraction loss Ld ( p) can be derived by the
received field strength E referred to the free space E0:
− Ld ( p) = 20 log

E
= F ( X ) + G (Y1 ) + G (Y2 )
E0

where:
X:

normalized radio path between transmitter and receiver

Y1 :

normalized antenna height of the transmitter

Y2 :

normalized antenna height of the receiver
X = 2.2 β f 1 / 3 ae−2 / 3 d
Y = 9.6 × 10 −3 β f 2 / 3 ae−1 / 3 hi

where:
β:

parameter derived from the Earth admittance factor K : β = 1 for f > 20 MHz

f:

frequency (MHz)

ae :

equivalent Earth radius (km) (definition see below)

d:

distance (km)

hi :

antenna height above ground (m) with i = 1 or 2 for the transmitter or receiver,
respectively.

The distance-dependent term F(X ) is given by the semi-empirical formula:
F ( X ) = 11 + 10 log(X ) − 17.6 X
The antenna height gain G(Y ) is given by the formula set:
G (Y ) = 17.6(Y − 1.1)1 / 2 − 5 log(Y − 1.1) − 8

for

Y >2

G (Y ) = 20 log(Y + 0.1Y 3 )

for

10 K < Y < 2

G (Y ) = 2 + 20 log K + 9 log (Y / K ) [log (Y / K ) + 1]

for

K/10 < Y < 10 K

G (Y ) = 2 + 20 log K

for

Y < K/10

where:
K : normalized Earth surface admittance factor (see Recommendation ITU-R P.526),
default value: 10–5.
Note that different units for the frequency are used.
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This variation in path loss is provided through the variability of the equivalent Earth radius ae (km)
which is considered to be dependent on the time percentage, p:
ae ( p) = 6 375 k ( p)
with the Earth radius factor k ( p ) expressed as:
k ( p ) = k50 + (5 − k50 )

(1.7 − log p )
(1.7 − log β0 )

k ( p ) = k50

for p < 50%
for p > 50%

and
k50 =

157
157 − ∆N

where:
∆N :

mean gradient of the radio refraction profile over a 1 km layer of the
atmosphere from the surface. The default value is 40 units/km for Europe
(standard atmosphere). This value yields to k50 ≈ 4/3 and ae = 8 500 km.
NOTE 1 – The mean gradient is positive.

β0 :

existence probability (%) of the super-refractive layer (∆N > 100 units/km) in
the low atmosphere. Default value: 1% for Europe.

Note that the probabilities p and β0 are denoted in %, i.e. a range of variety: 0 ... 100%.
Note that the default value p = 50% is normally chosen constant. Small time percentages allow the
simulation of anomalous propagation conditions.
The following restrictions of application of this model are to be considered:
–

The frequency range should be larger than 3 GHz, with caution lower frequencies may be
used but not below 300 MHz due to the surface admittance and polarization effects.

–

The model was developed for open (rural) area. Therefore, the additional attenuation due to
obstacles like buildings found in suburban or urban environment is not included.

–

The loss due to rain is not covered.

–

This model is applicable only for terrestrial radio paths.

4

Combined indoor-outdoor propagation models

Most of the published propagation models are derived either for outdoor or indoor application. But
in the “real world” a combination of both types is required.
For combined scenarios, the classical outdoor models, Hata (modified version, see § 2) and
spherical diffraction model (Recommendations ITU-R P.452, ITU-R P.526 and ITU-R P.676), are
combined with an indoor model. An illustrative description is given in the following.
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The path loss pL consists of median path loss L and the Gaussian variation T(G(σ)) where σ is the
standard deviation:
p L ( f , h1, h2 , d , env) = L + T (G (σ))

where:
f:

frequency (MHz)

h1 :

antenna height of the transmitter antenna (m)

h2 :

antenna height of the receiver antenna (m)

d:
env :

distance (km)
parameter for the environments of the transmitter and receiver.

For outdoor-outdoor holds:
–

Scenario: transmitter and receiver are both outdoor.

–

Modified Hata model:
Median: L(outdoor – outdoor) = LHata(outdoor – outdoor)
Variation: intrinsic variation, σ(outdoor – outdoor) = σHata

–

Spherical diffraction model
Median: L(outdoor – outdoor) = Lspherical
Variation: no variation possible, σ(outdoor – outdoor) = 0

Case 1: Indoor-outdoor or outdoor-indoor
–

Scenario: transmitter is indoor and receiver is outdoor, or vice versa

–

Modified Hata model:
Median:

L(indoor – outdoor) = LHata(outdoor – outdoor) + Lwe

where Lwe is the attenuation due to external walls (default value = 10 dB).
Variation: σ(indoor – outdoor) =

σ 2Hata + σ 2add

where σadd is the additional standard deviation of the signal (default value: 5 dB).
The standard deviation of the lognormal distribution is increased, compared to the outdoor-outdoor
scenario due to additional uncertainty on materials and relative location in the building.
–

Spherical diffraction model
Median: L(indoor – outdoor) = Lspherical + Lwe
Variation: σ(indoor – outdoor) = σadd

The lognormal distribution is determined by the additional variation due to the variation in building
materials, for the spherical diffraction model no variation is considered.
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Case 2: Indoor-indoor
There are two different scenarios possible: The transmitter and receiver are in the same or in
different buildings. The scenario used is randomly selected.
a)

Selection of the scenario

The first step is to determine whether the indoor-indoor scenario corresponds to the transmitter and
receiver in the same building or not. This is done by the calculation of the random variable in the
same building (SB).
Trial of SB condition:
–

d < 0.020 km (20 m):

–

0.020 km < d < 0.050 km (50 m):
SB = Yes
SB = No

SB = Yes

=> P(Yes) = 1

P(Yes) = (0.050 – d)/0.030
P(No) = 1 – P(Yes) = (d – 0.020)/0.030

–

d > 0.050 km (50 m):

SB = Yes

=> P(Yes) = 0

b)

Indoor-indoor, different buildings

–

Scenario: transmitter and receiver in different buildings: P(Yes) = 0 or P(No) = 1

–

Modified Hata model:
Median: L(indoor – indoor) = LHata(outdoor – outdoor) + 2Lwe
It is to be noted that the loss due to two external walls should be added.
Variation: σ(indoor – indoor) =

–

σ 2Hata + σ 2add

Spherical diffraction model
Median: L(indoor – indoor) = Lspherical + 2Lwe
Variation: σ(indoor – indoor) =

2σ add

The lognormal distribution is determined by the additional variation due to the variation in building
materials, for the spherical diffraction model no variation is considered. The variation is increased
for the second external wall.
c)

Indoor-indoor, same building

–

Scenario: transmitter and receiver in the same building: P(Yes) = 1 or P(No) = 0

–

Indoor propagation model:
Median:
 1000d 
 Lwi +
L(indoor – indoor) = − 27.6 + 20 log(1000d ) + 20 log( f ) + fix
 d room 


 kf + 2
− b


 kf + 1
k f
Lf
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 h −h 
k f = fix 2 1 
 h floor 



with:

loss of internal wall (dB)

(default value = 5 dB)

Lf :

loss between adjacent floor (dB)

(default value = 18.3 dB)

b:

empirical parameter

(default value = 0.46)

droom :

size of the room (m)

(default value = 4 m)

hfloor :

height of each floor (m)

(default value = 3 m).

Lwi :

Note that the path length d uses the unit km and the frequency the unit MHz
Variation: σ(indoor – indoor) = σin
The lognormal distribution trial is made using a standard deviation entered by the user and covering
the variation, internal in the building, due to building design, in furniture of the rooms, etc. The
default value is σin = 10 dB.
5

VHF/UHF propagation model (Recommendation ITU-R P.1546)

The propagation curves derived for broadcasting are given in Recommendation ITU-R P.1546
which is based on the former Recommendation ITU-R P.370: A set of received field strength
E (dB(µV/m)) normalized to a transmitting power of 1 kW e.r.p. Using the conversion given in
Recommendation ITU-R P.525, this field strength level can be converted into the median basic
radio path loss L (dB) between two isotropic antennas by the following equation:
L( pl , pt ) = 139.4 + 20 log f [MHz] − E ( f, d, h1, env)
where:
pl :

50% of the locations

pt :

50, 10, 5 or 1% of the time

f:

within the ranges 30-250 MHz and 450-1 000 MHz

d:

distances between 10 and 1 000 km

h1 :
env :

antenna height of the transmitter varying between 37.5 and 1 200 m
different types of environments: land (used in SEAMCAT), cold or warm sea.

Note that the path loss should be not less than the free space path loss.
The path loss, pl, including the variation of the locations can be denoted as the sum of the median
path loss and a Gaussian distribution:
pl = L( pt , pl = 50%) + T (G (σ))
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Recommendation ITU-R P.1546 proposes a propagation model for point-to-area prediction of field
strength mainly for the broadcasting, but also for land mobile, maritime mobile and certain fixed
services (e.g. those employing point-to-multipoint systems) in the frequency range 30 to 3 000 MHz
and for the distance range 1 km to 1 000 km. For the use of analysing compatibility scenarios, the
following simplifications are assumed:
–

Flat terrain.

–

Restriction to propagation over land only, i.e. exclusion of mixed and sea paths.

–

Positive antenna heights only.

Parameters of this propagation model are listed below:
a)

b)

Path dependant parameters (constant during a simulation for a given path) are:
–

Time percentage: pt (%)

–

Transmitter system: analogue/digital

–

Transmitter bandwidth: Bt

–

Global environment: rural, suburban, urban.

Variable parameters (which vary for each event of a simulation):
–

Transmitter antenna height: ht (m)

–

Receiver antenna height: hr (m)

–

Frequency: f (MHz)

–

Distance: d (km).

For calculation of the path loss according to Recommendation ITU-R P.370 the following
procedure is to be followed:
Step 1: Check range of application of the propagation model regarding time percentage, frequency,
distance, and antenna height:
–

Time percentage: 1% < pt < 50%, for pt ≥ 50% pt is set to = 50%

–

Frequency: 30 MHz < f < 3 000 MHz

–

Distance: 0.001 km < d < 1 000 km

–

Transmitter antenna height: 0 m < ht < 3 000 m

–

Receiver antenna height: 1 m < hr < 3 000 m.

Step 2: Determination of lower and higher nominal percentages ptinf and ptsup:
If pt < 10 then ptinf = 1% and ptsup = 10% else ptinf = 10% and ptsup = 50%
Step 3: Determination of the lower and higher nominal frequencies:
If f < 600 MHz then finf = 100 MHz and fsup = 600 MHz
else finf = 600 MHz and fsup = 2 000 MHz.
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Step 4: If ht ≥ 10 m: calculate field strength E = ( f = f, d, ht, hr, pt) according to Sub-Steps 4.1
to 4.4
Sub-Step 4.1:

Calculation of the four following fields strengths:

−

E( f = finf, d, ht, hr, ptinf )

−

E( f = fsup, d, ht, hr, ptinf )

−

E( f = finf, d, ht, hr, ptsup)

−

E( f = fsup, d, ht, hr, ptsup)

according to the procedure described in Steps 4.1.1. to 4.1.4.
Sub-Step 4.1.1: Calculate the dimensionless parameter k, function of the required transmitter
height, ht, as follows:
 h 
log  t 
 9.375 
k=
log(2)

Sub-Step 4.1.2: Determine from the following Table the set of parameters a0 to a3, b0 to b7, c0 to c6
and d0 to d1 to be used according to nominal values of frequencies and time percentages.

Frequency
pt (%)
a0
a1
a2
a3
b0
b1
b2
b3
b4
b5
b6
b7
c0
c1
c2
c3
c4
c5
c6
d0
d1

100 MHz

600 MHz

2 000 MHz

50

10

1

50

10

1

50

10

1

0.0814

0.0814

0.0776

0.0946

0.0913

0.0870

0.0946

0.0941

0.0918

0.761

0.761

0.726

0.8849

0.8539

0.8141

0.8849

0.8805

0.8584

−30.444

−30.444

−29.028

−35.399

−34.160

−32.567

−35.399

−35.222

−34.337

90.226

90.226

90.226

92.778

92.778

92.778

94.493

94.493

94.493

33.6238

40.4554

45.577

51.6386

35.3453

36.8836

30.0051

25.0641

31.3878

10.8917

12.8206

14.6752

10.9877

15.7595

13.8843

15.4202

22.1011

15.6683

2.3311

2.2048

2.2333

2.2113

2.2252

2.3469

2.2978

2.3183

2.3941

0.4427

0.4761

0.5439

0.5384

0.5285

0.5246

0.4971

0.5636

0.5633

1.256 × 10–7 7.788 × 10–7 1.050 × 10–6 4.323 × 10–6 1.704 × 10–7 5.169 × 10–7 1.677 × 10–7 3.126 × 10–8 1.439 × 10–7
1.775

1.68

1.65

1.52

1.76

1.69

1.762

1.86

1.77

49.39

41.78

38.02

49.52

49.06

46.5

55.21

54.39

49.18

103.01

94.3

91.77

97.28

98.93

101.59

101.89

101.39

100.39

5.4419

5.4877

4.7697

6.4701

5.8636

4.7453

6.9657

6.5809

6.0398

3.7364

2.4673

2.7487

2.9820

3.0122

2.9581

3.6532

3.547

2.5951

1.9457

1.7566

1.6797

1.7604

1.7335

1.9286

1.7658

1.7750

1.9153

1.845

1.9104

1.8793

1.7508

1.7452

1.7378

1.6268

1.7321

1.6542

415.91

510.08

343.24

198.33

216.91

247.68

114.39

219.54

186.67

0.1128

0.1622

0.2642

0.1432

0.1690

0.1842

0.1309

0.1704

0.1019

2.3538

2.1963

1.9549

2.2690

2.1985

2.0873

2.3286

2.1977

2.3954

10

5.5

3

5

5

8

8

8

8

−1

1

2

1.2

1.2

0

0

0

0
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Sub-Step 4.1.3: Calculate the unblended to the maximum value field strength, Eu, at the distance, d,
and transmitting height, ht, as follows:
E1 + E 2 

 10 pb


Eu = pb ⋅ log 
E2 
 E1
10 pb + 10 pb 



where:
pb = d 0 + d1 ⋅ k

and:
E1 = (a0 ⋅ k 2 + a1 ⋅ k + a2 ) ⋅ log(d ) + 0.1995 ⋅ k 2 + 1.8671 ⋅ k + a3
and:
E2 = Eref + Eoff
where:

Eref

  log(d ) − b  2 
2 
= b0 exp[−b4 ⋅ 10 ] − 1 + b1 ⋅ exp − 
  − b6 ⋅ log(d ) + b7
b3
 
 

[

ξ

]

where:
ξ = log(d )b5
and:

 
c0
c3k   
c

Eoff =
⋅ k ⋅ 1 − tanh c1 ⋅ log(d ) − c2 −
   + c5 ⋅ k 6
2
c4   

 


Sub-Step 4.1.4: Calculate the blended to the free space value of field strength, Eb, at the distance, d,
and transmitting height, ht, as follows:
Eu + E fs

pbb

10

Eb = pbb ⋅ log
E fs
 Eu
p
pbb

bb
+ 10
10

where:
Efs : free-space field strength
Efs = 106.9 − 20 log (d)

dB(µV/m)

pbb : blend coefficient set to value 8.
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Sub-Step 4.2: Calculation of the field strength E( f, d, ht, hr, ptinf ) using log-linear interpolation in
frequency range:
E = Einf + (Esup − Einf ) log( f / finf ) / log( fsup / finf )

dB(µV/m)

where:
Einf :

E( f = finf, d, ht, hr, ptinf )

Esup :

E( f = fsup, d, ht, hr, ptinf ).

Sub-Step 4.3: Dual calculation for the field strength E( f, d, ht, hr, ptsup) using log-linear interpolation in frequency range:
E = Einf + (Esup − Einf ) log( f / finf ) / log( fsup / finf )

dB(µV/m)

where:
Einf:

E( f = finf , d, ht, hr, ptsup)

Esup:

E( f= fsup , d, ht, hr, ptsup).

Sub-Step 4.4: Calculation of the field strength E( f, d, ht, hr, pt ) using log-linear interpolation
formula in time percentage range:
E = Esup (Qinf − Qt) / (Qinf − Qsup) + Einf (Qt − Qsup) / (Qinf − Qsup)

dB(µV/m)

where (Qi (x) being the inverse complementary cumulative normal distribution function):
Qt

= Qi ( pt / 100)

Qinf = Qi ( ptinf / 100)
Qsup = QI ( ptsup / 100)
Einf = E( f, d, ht, hr, ptinf )
Esup = E( f, d, ht, hr, ptsup ).
Step 5: For a transmitting/base antenna height, ht, less than 10 m determine the field strength for
the required height and distance using the following method:
The procedure for extrapolating field strength at a required distance, d (km), for values of ht in the
range 0 m to 10 m is based on smooth-Earth horizon distances (km) written as d H (h) = 4.1 h ,
where h is the required value of transmitting/base antenna height, ht (m).
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For d < dH (ht) the field strength is given by the 10 m height curve at its horizon distance, plus ∆E,
where ∆E is the difference in field strengths on the 10 m height curve at distances d and the ht
horizon distance.
For d ≥ dH (ht) the field strength is given by the 10 m height curve at distance ∆ d beyond its horizon
distance, where ∆ d is the difference between d and the ht horizon distance.
This may be expressed in the following formulae where E10 (d ) is the field strength (dB(µV/m))
calculated for transmitter antenna 10 m and for a distance d (km) according to the procedure
described in Step 4:
E = E10(dH (10)) + E10(d ) − E10(dH (ht))
= E10(dH (10) + d − dH (ht))

dB(µV/m)

for d < dH (ht)

dB(µV/m)

for d ≥ dH (ht)

If in the latter equation dH (10) + d − dH (ht) exceeds 1 000 km, even though d ≤ 1 000 km, E10 may
be found from linear extrapolation for log(distance) of the curve, given by:
E10 = Einf + (Esup − Einf ) log (d/Dinf ) / log (Dsup /Dinf )

dB(µV/m)

where:
Dinf :

penultimate tabulation distance (km)

Dsup :

final tabulation distance (km)

Einf :

field strength at penultimate tabulation distance (dB(µV/m))

Esup :

field strength at final tabulation distance (dB(µV/m)).

NOTE – This Recommendation is not valid for distances greater than 1 000 km. This method should be used
only for extrapolating for ht < 10 m.

Step 6: If the receiving/mobile antenna height, hr, is not equal to the height of representative clutter
at its location (denoted R), correct the field strength as follows:
The field-strength values given by the land curves and associated tabulations in this Recommendation are for a reference receiving/mobile antenna at a height, R (m), representative of the height
of the ground cover surrounding the receiving/mobile antenna, subject to a minimum height value
of 10 m. Examples of reference heights are 20 m for an urban area, 30 m for a dense urban area and
10 m for a suburban area.
If the receiving/mobile antenna height, hr (m), is different from R, a correction should be added to
the field strength taken from the curve.
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Where the receiving/mobile antenna is adjacent to land account should first be taken of the
elevation angle of the arriving ray by calculating a modified representative clutter height R' (m),
given by:
R' = R

for ht ≤ 6.5d + R

m

= (1 000 d R – 15 ht) / (1 000 d − 15)

m

for ht > 6.5d + R

where ht is in metres and distance d is in km.
The value of R' must be limited if necessary such that it is not less than 1 m.
When the receiving/mobile antenna is in an urban environment the correction is then given by:
Correction = (6.03 hr / R' ) − J(ν)
= Khr log (hr / R' )

dB
dB

for hr < R'

(1)

for hr ≥ R'

(2)

where J(ν) is given by:



J (ν) = 6.9 + 20 log (ν − 0.1) 2 + 1 + v − 0.1



and where:
ν = Knu √ (hdif θclut)
hdif = R' − hr m
θ clut = arctan (hdif /15) degrees
K hr = 3.2 + 6.2 log ( f )
Knu = 0.0108

f

F : frequency (MHz).
Where the receiving/mobile antenna is adjacent to land in a rural environment the correction is
given by equation (2) for all values of hr.
If the required distance is equal to or greater than d10, then again the correction for the required
value of h2 should be calculated using equation (2) with R' set to 10 m.
If the required distance is less than d10, then the correction to be added to the field strength E should
be calculated using:
Correction = 0.0

for d ≤ d (hr)

dB

= (C10) log(d/dhr) / log(d10/dhr)

dB

for dhr < d < d10
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where:
C10 :

correction for the required value of hr at distance d10 using equation (2) with R'
set to 10 m

d10 :

distance at which the path just has 0.6 Fresnel clearance for hr = 10 m
calculated as D06( f, ht, 10) as given in Note 2

dhr :

distance at which the path just has 0.6 Fresnel clearance for the required value
of hr calculated as D06( f, ht, hr) as given in Note 2.

This Recommendation is not valid for receiving/mobile antenna heights, hr, less than 1 m.
Step 7: Add a log-normal term G(σL) corresponding to the variability in the percentage of
locations:
Values of standard deviation for digital systems having a bandwidth less than 1 MHz and for
analogue systems are given as a function of frequency by:
σL = K + 1.6 log( f )

dB

where:
K = 2.1 for mobile systems in urban locations
= 3.8 for mobile systems in suburban locations or amongst rolling hills
= 5.1 for analogue broadcasting systems.
For digital systems having a bandwidth of 1 MHz or greater, a standard deviation of 5.5 dB should
be used at all frequencies.
Step 8: If necessary limit the resulting field strength to the maximum value calculated as follows:
The field strength must not exceed a maximum value Emax given by:
Emax = Efs

dB(µV/m) for land paths

where Efs is the free space field strength for 1 kW e.r.p. given by:
Efs = 106.9 − 20 log (d )

dB(µV/m)

Step 9: Convert field strength to path loss using the following formula:
Lb = 77.2 – E + 20 log f

dB

where:
Lb : basic transmission loss (dB)
E : field strength (dB(µV/m)) measured with a transmitting power of 1 W e.i.r.p.
f : frequency (MHz).
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NOTE 1 – The following approximation to the inverse complementary cumulative normal distribution
function, Qi (x), is valid for 0.01 ≤ x ≤ 0.99:
Qi (x) = T(x) – ξ(x)

if x ≤ 0.5

Qi (x) = –{T(1 – x) – ξ(1 – x)}

if x > 0.5

where:

T ( x) = [−2 ln( x)]
ξ( x ) =

[(C2 ⋅ T ( x) + C1 ) ⋅ T ( x)] + C0
[( D3 ⋅ T ( x) + D2 ) ⋅ T ( x) + D1 ] ⋅ T ( x) + 1

C0 = 2.515517
C1 = 0.802853
C2 = 0.010328
D1 = 1.432788
D2 = 0.189269
D3 = 0.001308
NOTE 2 – The path length which just achieves a clearance of 0.6 of the first Fresnel zone over a smooth
curved Earth, for a given frequency and antenna heights ht and hr, is given approximately by:

D06 =

D f Dh
D f + Dh

km

where:
Df :
=

Dh :

frequency-dependent term

0.0000389 f h1 h2

asymptotic term defined by horizon distances

(

)

=

4.1 ht + hr

f:

frequency (MHz)

ht , hr :

km

km

antenna heights above smooth Earth (m).

In the above equations, the value of ht must be limited, if necessary, such that it is not less than zero.
Moreover, the resulting values of D06 must be limited, if necessary, such that it is not less than 0.001 km.
NOTE 3 – The case ht is less than zero described in the recommendation is not handled.
NOTE 4 – No correction due to terrain clearance angle is implemented.
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Appendix 2
to Annex 2
Power control function

g itPC = f pc ( pitsupplied, g it → wr , plit ↔ wr , gwr →it , pcitt _ hold, pcitdyc_ rg, pcitst_ rg )

P = f ( pitsupplied, git → wr , plit ↔ wr , gwr →it ) = pitsupplied + git → wr − plit ↔ wr + gwr →it
P : power received by the wanted receiver, e.g. closest base station of the interfering
system
where pitsupplied, git → wr , g wr →it and plit ↔ wr are defined in the iRSS calculation sections.
pitt _ hold is the lowest threshold (minimum) of the receiver.
Case 1:

P ≤ pcitt_ hold
pitsupplied_PC = pitsupplied
gitPC = 0

Case (i + 1):

pcitt_ hold + (i − 1) ⋅ pcitst_ rg ≤ P < pcitt_ hold + i ⋅ pcitst_ rg
pitsupplied_PC = pitsupplied − (i − 1) ⋅ pcitst_ rg
gitPC = − (i − 1) ⋅ pcitst_ rg

where i is an integer ranging from 1 to n_steps =

pcitdyc_ rg
pcitst_ rg

Case (n_ steps + 2): P > pcitt_ hold + pcitdyc_ rg
pitsupplied_PC = pitsupplied − pcitdyc_ rg
gitPC = − pcitdyc_ rg
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Appendix 3
to Annex 2
Distribution definitions

Uniform distribution:

1 if 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
U (0, 1) = 
0 otherwise

Gaussian distribution:

 x2 
1

G ( σ) =
exp  −
 2σ 2 
2 πσ



–

Rayleigh distribution:

 r2 

R (σ) =
exp  −
2
2

σ
 2σ 

–

User defined distribution: The option to include an user-defined distribution in the tool
should be considered.

–

Discrete distribution:

–

–

r

This is a special distribution bounded by a lower boundary, Xmin, an upper boundary, Xmax,
and the step, S, between the samples, xi. A common example of such a distribution is the
discrete frequency distribution having a constant channel spacing.
The corresponding distribution for xi is then defined by the following equation:
xi = Xmin + S / 2 + (i − 1) S
where:
i = 1...N
N = ( Xmax − Xmin ) / S
In the case of a uniform distribution, each value is assigned to the same probability
P(xi) = 1/N. In the case of non-uniform distribution, each value is assigned to a specific
weight Pi with the constraint that the sum of these weights is equal one.
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Appendix 4
to Annex 2
Pseudo-random number generation
[Knuth, 1969; Rubinstein, 1981]

–

From a uniform distribution U (0, 1)
ui + 1 = T (U (0, 1)) =

xi + 1
m

where:
xi + 1 = (a ⋅ xi ) (mod m)

–

a:

multiplier, e.g. a = 16 807 or 396 204 094 or 950 706 376

m:

modulus, e.g. m = 231 – 1 = 2 147 483 647

x0 :

seed, integer variable taking a value between 1 and (m – 1)

From a Gaussian distribution G (σ)
T (G (σ)) = ν1

− 2 ln(s )
s

where:
 ν1 = 2 ⋅ Tseed1 (U (0, 1)) − 1

while s ≥ 1, d0 ν 2 = 2 ⋅ Tseed 2 (U (0, 1)) − 1

s = ν12 + ν 22


v1 and v2 are two independent random variables (using two different seeds) uniformly
distributed between –1 and +1.
–

From a Rayleigh distribution R (σ)
T ( R (σ)) =

s)
(ν12 + ν22 ) × − 2 ln(
s

where:
 ν1 = 2 ⋅ Tseed1 (U (0, 1)) − 1

while s ≥ 1, d0 ν 2 = 2 ⋅ Tseed 2 (U (0, 1)) − 1

s = ν12 + ν 22


v1 and v2 are two independent random variables (using two different seeds) uniformly
distributed between –1 and +1.
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From any type of distribution with a given cumulative distribution function, cdf.
Some trials may be performed according to a user-defined distribution F.
Trial is based on the use of the reciprocal cumulative distribution function, cdf –1, relative to the
user-defined distribution, F, applied to the result of a uniform sample between 0 and 1.
T ( F ) = cdf −1 ( p)

where

p = T (U (0, 1)) (uniform trial between 0 and 1)

FIGURE 7
Direct cdf
cdf
1
p = cdf(x)

0
xmin

x

xmax

F(x)

Rap 2028-07

FIGURE 8
Inverse cdf
cdf –1
xmax

T(F(xmin, xmax))

xmin
0

T(U(0,1))

1
Rap 2028-08

p
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Appendix 5
to Annex 2
dRSS calculation flow chart

Start

dRRS
given
distribution?

Yes

No
No

dwt↔vr
fixed value?
Yes

Variable distance

wt
Calculation of Rmax

Fixed distance

nominal – T( f
dRSS = pwt
fading,

Given wanted signal

fixed link)

Trial of relevant victim parameters:
hvr, hvt, θwt↔vr, pwtsupplied, dwt↔vr

Calculation of
gwt→vr, gvr→wt

Calculation of plwt↔vr

Calculation of dRSS
supplied + g
dRSS = pwt
wt→vr + gvr→wt – plwt↔vr

dRSS

Go to ICE
Rap 2028-Ap-5-01
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Appendix 6
to Annex 2
iRSS due to unwanted and blocking calculation
Calculation of Rsimu

Interferer i = l, ..., n

Trial of relevant interferer parameters:
fit, hit, θit↔vr, pitsupplied, dit↔vr

Power
control

Yes

it
Calculation of: Rmax

No

Trial of:
hwr, git→wr, gwr→it, dit↔wr

gitpc = 0

Calculation of:
plit↔wr, gitpc

Calculation of Rmax

Calculation of:
git→vr ( fit), git→vr ( fvr), gvr→it ( fit), gvr→it ( fvr), plit↔vr ( fit), plit↔vr ( fvr)

Calculation of:
iiRSSblock = pitsupplied + git→vr ( fit) + gvr→it ( fit) + gitPC – plit↔vr ( fit) – avr ( fit, fvr)
iiRSSspur = git→vr ( fvr) + gvr→it ( fvr) + gitPC – plit↔vr ( fvr) – spur ( fit, fvr)

Calculation of intermodulation products
ii,j RSSintermod
(see Appendix 8 to Annex 2)

iRSSblock = 10 log
iRSSspur = 10 log

n

( Σ10 i RSS
i

n

(Σ10 i RSS
i

spur

i=1
n

iRSSintermod = 10 log

block

/10

i=1

n

( Σ Σ 10 i
i=1 j=1, j=i

i,j

/10

)

)
)

RSSintermod /10

Rap 2028-Ap6-01
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Appendix 7
to Annex 2
Receiver blocking
1

Basic concept

The receiver is capturing some unwanted signal because its filter is not ideal.
FIGURE 9

Basic concept
Receiver filter

Assumption
Real

Protection ratio

Ideal
transmitter

Noise floor

Frequency
Unwanted signal captured
Rap 2028-09

Definition: Blocking is a measure of the capability of the receiver to receive a modulated wanted
input signal in the presence of an unwanted input signal on frequencies other than those of the
spurious responses or the adjacent channels, without these unwanted input signals causing a degradation of the performance of the receiver beyond a specified limit (Document I-ETS 300 113:1992).
2

Blocking level measurements

–

Adjust the desired signal at the bit error ratio (BER) limit level.

–

Increase this desired signal by 3 dB and add the interfering signal which is increased until
the same BER is obtained.

–

The ratio (interfering signal/desired signal) is the value of the receiver blocking.
FIGURE 10
Measurement procedure
Attenuator
Desired signal
Receiver
BER

Interfering signal
Rap 2028-10
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Attenuation of the receiver

During the measurement procedure, the three following equations are valid:
–

Noise floor + Protection ratio + 3 dB = Desired signal level,

–

Desired signal level + Blocking

–

Interfering signal level – Attenuation = Noise floor.

= Interfering signal level,

Hence:

Attenuation = 3 dB + Protection ratio + Blocking

FIGURE 11

Blocking
(dB)
Receiver attenuation
(dB)
Received
signal

3 dB
Interfering signal
level (dBm)
Protection
ratio (dB)

Desired signal
level (dBm)

Sensitivity
(dBm)

Noise floor
(dBm)

Frequency
Rap 2028-11

FIGURE 12
Receiver mask
0 dB

Receiver mask

Assumption

Receiver
attenuation
(dB)

Real

Frequency
Rap 2028-12
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Appendix 8
to Annex 2
iRSS due to intermodulation
This flow chart is part of the flow chart given in Appendix 6.

Interferer i = l, ..., n

Interferer
j = l, ..., n i ≠ j

Frequencies fit,i, fit,j

fvr – b / 2 ≤ f0 ≤ fvr + b / 2
f0

No

Yes

Stored values for relevant interferer parameters:
supplied
hit,k, θit,k↔vr, pit,k
, dit,k↔vr

and calculated ones
git→vr (fit), git→vr (fvr), gvr→it (fit), gvr→it (fvr), plit↔vr (fit), plit↔vr (fvr)
with k = i,j (see also Appendix 6 to Annex 2)

Calculation of:

Calculation of:
ii,jRSSintermod = 2 iiRSSint + ijRSSint – 3 intermod – 3 sensvr – 9 dB

ii,jRSSintermod = –

8

ikRSSint = ikRSSblock + avr ( fit,k, fvr) with k = i,j

Rap 2028-Ap8-01
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Appendix 9
to Annex 2
Intermodulation in the receiver

The main contribution to intermodulation interference originates from interfering signals in
neighbouring channels due to the frequency selectivity of the antennas and the receiver equipment.
We consider a service with a desired signal at frequency f0, a channel separation ∆f and interfering
signals Ei1 and Ei2 at frequencies f 0 + n∆f and f 0 + 2n∆f, respectively. The receiver nonlinearities produce an intermodulation product Eif of third order at the frequency (see Fig. 13).
f 0 = 2( f 0 + n∆f ) − ( f 0 + 2n∆f )

n = ±1, ± 2, ...

(3)

FIGURE 13

Ei2
Ei1
Eif
f0
f0 + n∆f
f0 + 2n∆f
n = ±1, ±2, ...

Rap 2028-13

The signal strength Eif of the intermodulation product is given by:
Eif = kEi21 Ei 2

(4)

with some constant k to be determined. For signal levels (measured in dB) equation (4) reads
Lif = 2 Li1 + Li 2 + 20 log k

(5)
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The constant 20 log k in equation (5) can be found from the measurement procedure which is
described in the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) Standard ETS 300-113,
§ 8.8. The method is similar to the contribution in Appendix 7 for blocking interference.
ETS 300-113 defines via the intermodulation response Limr, the interfering signal levels Li1 = Li2 at
which bit errors due to intermodulation just start to be recorded (see Fig. 14).
This means, for Li1 and Li2 as in Fig. 14, we have an intermodulation product Lif just at the noise
floor (0 dB). Introducing Li1 and Li2 from Fig. 14 into equation (5) we obtain:
0 = 2( Limr + 3 dB + Lsens ) + ( Limr + 3 dB + Lsens ) + 20 log k

(6)

With the value of k from equation (6), equation (5) becomes:
Lif = 2 Li1 + Li 2 − 3Limr − 3Lsens − 9

(7)

dB

FIGURE 14

Limr

Limr

3 dB

Receiver sensitivity
Lsens

Li2

Li1

Desired received
signal level

Noise floor

f0

f 0 + n ∆f

f0 + 2n∆f
Rap 2028-14
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Appendix 10
to Annex 2
Influence of different bandwidths
a)

Wanted path

The wanted transmitter transmits its power pwt (dBm) at the frequency fvr within a given bandwidth bvr. This bandwidth is also used for the determination of the intermodulation products
(see Appendix 8).
b)

Interfering transmitter

For the interfering transmitter, an emission mask emissionit as function of ∆ f = f – fit should be
defined as maximum power levels emissionit (∆ f ) in reference bandwidth bs (∆ f ) as specified by
the user. This mask can also be expressed as the maximum of:
–

the sum of the supplied interfering power pitsupplied, a relative emission mask (containing
the wanted transmission and all unwanted emissions including the emission floor
depending on the power control) and the gain power control;

–

or the absolute emission floor.

The relative emission mask is described by a triplet (frequency offset (MHz), relative emission level
(dBc) and reference bandwidth (MHz)). The emission floor is defined in e) of this Appendix.
The interfering transmitter power pit (dBm) at fit is used for evaluating the link budget with the
wanted receiver (i.e. power control).
c)

Principle of determination of interfering power

FIGURE 15
Principle of determination of interfering power

Victim receiver
Emission mask pm_it

fvr – fit – bvr / 2

fvr – fit

∆f
fvr – fit + bvr / 2
Rap 2028-15
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Figure 15 shows the principle of determination of the interfering power. If fit = fvr, then the
interfering frequencies falls exactly in the receiving band of the victim receiver (co-channel
interference).
For simplification within the algorithms, the mask function pmi is normalized to a 1 Hz reference
bandwidth:
pni = pmi (∆ f ) − 10 log

b
1 Hz

The bandwidth b is the bandwidth used for the emission mask.
The total received interfering power emissionit can easily be calculated by integration over the
receiver bandwidth from a = fvr – fit – bvr / 2 to b = fvr – fit + bvr / 2
 b
powerit = 10 log  ∫ 10^ ( pn _ it (∆ f ) / 10) d∆ f
 a





with pni denoting the normalized mask (dBm/Hz). Using a 1 Hz reference bandwidth the integral
can be replaced by a summation, where powerit is given in dBm:
 b

powerit = 10 log  ∑10^ ( pn _ it (∆ fi ) / 10)
i = a

NOTE 1 – The interfering power of a radio system having a different bandwidth can be estimated by the
aforementioned algorithms. This calculation is only required for the interference due to unwanted emissions
or co-channel but not for blocking and intermodulation.

Note that it is recommended to always apply a user-defined mask be applied even if the mask is flat.
d)

Implementation in SEAMCAT

In c) the principle is explained. However, this algorithm is very slow in terms of computation time.
Therefore the following approach is used:
The total interfering power relative to carrier, emission_relit, can be calculated by integration over
the receiver bandwidth from a = fvr – fit – bvr / 2 to b = fvr – fit + bvr / 2

emission_ relit = 10 log

{∫ P
b

a

linear
rel

(∆ f ) d ∆ f

}



= 10 log 



dBc
denoting the normalized user-defined mask (dBc/Hz).
With Prel

b

∫
a

dBc (∆ f )
Prel
10 10
d∆ f
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This mask is expressed as an array of N + 1 points (∆ fi , Pi ) and assumed linear between these
points.

Prel (∆f ) = Pi +

(

∆ f − ∆ fi
Pi + 1 − Pi
∆ fi + 1 − ∆ fi

)

This leads to:

dBc (∆ f )

Prel
∆ fi +1
N
−
1

emission_ relit = 10 log  ∑ ∫
10 10
d∆f
 i = 0 ∆ fi








where:

∆ f0 = a = fvr − fit − Bvr / 2

∆ f N = b = fvr − fit + Bvr / 2

Intermediate calculation:

emission_ relidBc =

∆ fi +1

∫

dBc
(∆ f )
Prel
10 10
d∆f

∆ fi

emission_ relidBc =

Pi ∆ fi +1
10
10

∫

∆ fi

emission_ relidBc =

emission_ relidBc =
emission_ relidBc =

Pi
10
10

K

∆ fi

Pi
10
10

K ∆ fi

Pi +1 − Pi


1010(∆fi +1 − ∆ fi ) 





∆ fi +1

∫

d ∆f

K (∆ f − ∆ f i ) d ∆ f ,

∆ fi

[

(∆ f − ∆ fi )

]

∆ fi +1
eln K ∆ f
i

=

Pi
10
10

[K
ln K

K = 10

∆ fi +1 − ∆ fi

10 10 Pi +1 −10 Pi
(∆ fi +1 − ∆ fi )
ln 10 Pi +1 − Pi

]

Pi +1 − Pi
10(∆ fi +1 − ∆ fi )

−1 ,

ln K =

ln 10 . Pi + 1 − Pi
10 ∆ fi + 1 − ∆ fi
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Eventually:

N −1 ( P linear − P linear ) (∆ fi +1 − ∆ fi ) 
i +1
 10

i
emission _ relit = 10 log 

∑
dBc
dBc
 ln 10 i = 0

Pi +1 − Pi

(

e)

)

Unwanted emission floor

The aforementioned equations are also applicable to absolute emission floor emission_ floorit
(dBm). This emission floor mask can be described by a triplet (frequency offset (MHz), reference
bandwidth (MHz), emission floor (dBm)).
The real emission is bounded by the emission floor by the following equation:
emission it = max ( emission_ relit + pitsupplied + gitPC, emission_ floorit )
which is also illustrated in Fig. 16.

Power (dBm)

FIGURE 16

f0
Frequency (MHz)
Emission floor level (dBm)
Absolute unwanted emissions (dBm) corresponding to
pit (dBm) + mask (dBc) (+ power control gain if appropriate)
Resulting level considered by SEAMCAT
Rap 2028-16

Note that the comparison involves the power control gain if power control is selected.
Note that the unwanted emission floor is referred to 1 MHz in SEAMCAT.
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Appendix 11
to Annex 2
Radio cell size in a noise limited network
Assuming that the received power is equal to the sensitivity of the victim receiver, then the radius
Rmax can be determined for the wanted radio path by the following equation:
fmedian ( fvr , hvr , hwt , Rmax, env) + fslowfading ( X %) = Pwt + g wt + g vr − sensvr

where the path loss is defined by a median loss plus an additional term representing the distribution:
ploss = fmedian + fslowfading ( X %)

The distribution of the path loss, ploss, can be expressed in a general way by the following equation:
Q(µ + a, Rmax) = y
where Q is the cumulative distribution for Rmax and the resulting mean path loss µ and an additional
path loss a due to availability or coverage y. The coverage loss, x, corresponds to y by 1 – y.
Assuming that slow fading can be approximated by log-normal distribution, i.e. median ≈ mean,
the relation a = bσ can be introduced where b stands for a multiple of the well known standard
deviation σ. A few examples for illustration: At a 95% coverage, b results in 1.96, for 99% in 2.58,
for 99.9% in 3.29, or b = 1, 68% coverage, for b = 2 for 95.5%. The exact values can be easily
determined by using the inverse Gaussian function.
Then the transcental equation:
g ( R max ) = Pwt + g wt + g vr − sensvr − fmedian ( fvr , hvr , hwt , Rmax, env) − bσ
can be solved by using a linear iteration like regular falsi:

~
Rmax = Rmax0 −

Rmax0 − Rmax1
g (Rmax 0) − g (Rmax1)

g (Rmax0)

Note that faster convergence can be obtained by applying the distance in logarithmic scale, i.e. the
variable R has to be replaced by log(R).
wt ) + ... have to be inverted.
Note that in this case, formulas given for fmedian ( Rmax
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Appendix 12
to Annex 2
Symmetric antenna pattern
There are three different ways to describe the antenna pattern:
–

omnidirectional antenna;

–

directional antenna pattern (dBi); the gain is referred to the main lobe and depending on the
angle in azimuth and elevation;

–

symmetric antenna pattern

Such patterns are often used by fixed and space services. According to Recommendation
ITU-R IS.847 or ITU-R F.699, the antenna gain, g (dBi), can by expressed by the following
equation:
g = g 0 − 10 log (D / λ ) − 25 log ψ
for (100 λ / D)° ≤ ψ ≤ ψ 0
where:
g0 : maximum of gain of the main lobe (dBi), e.g. 52 dBi
D:

diameter of the antenna dish (m)

λ:

300 / f [MHz] wavelength (m)

Ψ:

spherical angle (degrees) between the direction considered and the main beam,
defined by Ψ = 0

Ψ0 :

boundary for the main lobe (degrees), e.g. 48°.

It is not allowed to use the antenna pattern for spherical angles between the direction considered and
the axis of the main beam (an elevation antenna pattern and an azimuth antenna pattern must be
defined). The spherical angle Ψ, symmetric around its axis, is a combination of the azimuth and
elevation angles according to the following equation:
cos ψ = cos(θ) cos(ϕ)
where:
θ:

azimuth angle (degrees)

ϕ:

elevation angle (degrees).

The gain outside the main lobe has to be defined as a fixed value covering the whole range of
angles.
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Annex 3
Distribution evaluation engine
The flow chart for the DEE is shown in Fig. 17. A fit-of-goodness test can be performed either by
the chi-squared test or by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov algorithm (used in SEAMCAT).
This algorithm basically tests if a random sample of observations conform to a pre-specified
cumulative distribution. The pre-defined distribution can be continuous, discrete or hybrid. Thus,
the chi-squared method is very versatile and a single algorithm is proposed for use within DEE for
testing all possible types of probability distribution functions.
An array of samples on RSS random variable is passed to the DEE. Firstly the DEE tests if the array
length, N (number of samples), is long enough to produce a stable distribution. This is accomplished
by using N – dN samples to establish an initial discrete distribution function and calculate the
corresponding cdf. This cdf is then used as a reference in the chi-squared test performed now on the
complete population of N samples. Should the test show that two discrete distributions differ more
than an acceptable and pre-specified value, a message is sent back to the EGE to generate some
extra samples. On the contrary, if the chi-squared criteria is satisfied the DEE proceeds with testing
whether or not a continuous probability density function can be used.
The flow-chart in Fig. 17 is an example of a Gaussian distribution test. The chi-squared algorithm is
equally applicable to any other continuous distribution that might be representative of RSS random
variable. A continuous distribution function enables a closed form expression for probability
calculation in ICE, this in turn warrants a numerically efficient calculation. If no continuous pdf fits
the sample population with the adequate accuracy, discrete pdf representation and a numerical
probability calculation is the only way forward.

Notation used:
< RSS > : random variable population
N:

sample population size

I:

internal counter to give stability testing

dN :

portion of population size (e.g. dB = 0.1N)

Y:

chi-squared test criteria (see Appendix 1 to Annex 3)

χ 1– α :

quantile – reference level for chi-squared test

n:

total counter sample

< C >:

discrete cdf coefficient array

The flow chart in Fig. 18 presents one of many different possibilities to form the discrete pdf for a
random variable.
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FIGURE 17
DEE flow chart
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FIGURE 18
Part 2 of DEE:
dRSS and/or iRSS
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distribution parameters:
E(X) and E((X – E(X))2)
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– α
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No

2

Y >χ1

Yes
– α

Go to ICE with
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Rap 2028-18

Appendix 1
to Annex 3
Chi-squared goodness-of-fit test
The chi-squared goodness-of-fit test is one of the oldest and best known statistical tests.
Lets assume X1, X2, . . . XN be a sample set drawn from a population with unknown cdf, Fx(x). The
chi-squared test is based on testing the null hypothesis:
H0: Fx(x) = F0(x) for all x

against the alternative H1: Fx(x) ≠ F0(x) for some x
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Assume that N observations are grouped into K mutually exclusive categories. Lets denote by Nj the
observed number of trials in j-th category ( j = 1, 2, ..., K ). In addition, denote N j0 the number of
trials expected to fall into j-th category according to the known cdf, F0(x).
The actual test employs the following criteria:
Y=

K

∑

( Nj − N 0j ) 2 ,

j =1

N 0j

K

∑

j =1

Nj = N

which tends to be small when H0 is true and large when H0 is false. The Y is also the random
variable which obeys chi-square distribution for large N.
In practice, for the hypothesis H0 to prevail we expect:
2

P ( Y > χ1− α ) = α

where α is the significant level, say 0.05 or 0.1; the quantile χ12− α corresponds to probability of 1-α
is given in the Tables for chi-squared distribution (see Table 2).
The chi-squared goodness-of-fit test is equally applicable to discrete and continuous probability
density functions.

TABLE 2
Quantile χ12− α for chi-squared distribution
1–α

0.975

0.95

0.90

0.75

10

3.25

3.94

4.86

6.74

20

9.59

10.85

12.44

15.45

30

16.79

18.49

20.60

24.48

40

24.43

68.51

29.05

33.66

50

32.36

34.76

37.69

42.94

60

40.48

43.19

46.46

52.29

70

48.76

51.74

55.33

61.70

80

57.15

60.39

64.28

71.14

90

65.65

69.13

73.29

80.62

100

74.22

77.93

82.36

90.13

K
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Appendix 2
to Annex 3
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of stability
The purpose of this evaluation stage is to estimate whether the number of generated events is
enough to consider the results as stable from a statistical point of view. The stability evaluation is
performed by a goodness-of-fit test with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test in order to check if the
distribution obtained with N – dN samples and the one obtained with N samples do not differ by
more than a specified value:
First, two cumulative distribution functions have to be derived from the input array vector:
–

distribution derived from the first N – dN samples of the array vector,

–

distribution derived from the complete array vector (N samples).

This is done by means of a simple array sort. The test then simply consists in performing the chisquared test with following input:
–

specified stability threshold (between 0 and 1),

–

reference distribution: distribution derived from the N-array,

–

tested distribution: distribution derived from the N – dN array.

According to the result of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, if the result is greater than the stability
threshold, stability evaluation is considered successful.

Annex 4
Interference calculation engine
The ICE has two different functions:
–

Process different interfering signals in order to calculate the probability for interference.
Three types of interfering signals are considered: spurious emission, out-of-band emission,
and blocking and intermodulation.

–

Derive generic limits. The output of the ICE is then a multidimensional surface giving the
probability of interference versus radio parameters. The general ICE flow chart is shown in
Fig. 19.

The interfering signal distributions are calculated with respect to reference levels or functions of
unwanted (emission mask), blocking (receiver mask) or intermodulation attenuation. The translation
law for the cdf from reference refi −init to reference refi is given by the following formula:
P(iRSSi (re fi ) < X ) = P(iRSSi (re fi −init ) < X − t (re fi − re fi −init ));

 1;

t = − 1;
− 3;


i = spur
i = block
i = intermod

(8)
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The complete and quick (approximate) flow charts for the ICE are shown in Figs. 20 and 21
respectively. For sake of simplicity, the case of t = 1 (equation (8), spurious case) appears in flow
charts of Figs. 20 and 21.
Quick calculation algorithm
In the ICE quick calculation algorithm we make the following two assumptions:
–

The iiRSS are independent variables, where the index i corresponds to the i-th type of
interfering scenario.

–

One of the iiRSS is dominant with respect to all the other interfering signals.

The overall probability PD for not being interfered by the composite interfering signal reads:


dRSS
C
PD = P 
dRSS > sensvr 
>
 iRSScomposite I




(9)

Using the second assumption, we can approximate equation (9) by the following equation:
 n  dRSS C

>
PD = P  I 
dRSS > sens  


i RSS I

 i =1  i

(10)

and since the iiRSS are independent variables, we can write equation (10) as:
n
n
 dRSS C

PD ≈ ∏ P 
>
dRSS > sens  ≡ ∏ Pi (C/I )
 ii RSS I

i =1
i =1

(11)

For each interfering scenario corresponds a set of references, refi, e.g. spur, avr, etc. The user can
choose the set of references that will be used in the calculation of PD. We incorporate refi in
equation (11) and get the following approximation:
n

PD ≈ ∏ Pi (C / I , refi )

(12)

i =1

which is used in the quick calculation algorithm. It can be easily shown that 1 − PD gives the
probability of being disturbed by at least one of the n interferers.
Complete ICE flow chart
Three cases are considered:
–

The desired and/or the interfering signals are correlated. In this case the probability PD is
calculated by processing directly the data vectors. For each interfering scenario, the
interfering signals of all interferers are summed up to get iRSScomposite. Then, from the two
vectors iRSS and iRSScomposite we calculate the probability PD:

dRSS
C
>
dRSS > sens
PD = P 
 iRSScomposite I







(13)

by summing up all the terms satisfying dRSS > sens . Similarly to the quick calculation
case, when we sum up elements form the data vectors to calculate equation (12), we should
update the data so that it corresponds to a desired set of references.
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–

All signals are uncorrelated and their distributions (calculated by the DEE) are given in
closed form. First, the cumulative distribution function of the composite interfering signal
is calculated by integrating the iiRSS distribution functions. Note that the refi cause linear
shifts of the iiRSS distributions with respect to one another. In the calculation of the
iiRSScomposite composite, the iiRSS distributions should be shifted so that they all refer to the
same set of references. Finally, equation (12) is calculated by using the conditional
probability formula which integrates the distributions dRSS and iRSScomposite.

–

The third case is similar to the second one, with the exception that the iRSScomposite
distribution function is determined by the Monte Carlo technique.

FIGURE 19
General ICE flow chart

dRSS
i1RSS
i2RSS
inRSS

Shift the reference
distributions
(spur, block, intermod)

Probability
calculation
(Fig. 20)

(See Note 1)

Yes

Derive generic
limits?

No

End of ICE

Note 1 – This loop is repeated for each value of spur, block, and intermod in order to get an N-dimensional curve.
Rap 2028-19

The flow chart in Fig. 19 is describing the logical process of ICE, which is well suited in the case of
the full integration for the calculation of iRSScomposite (see flow chart in Fig. 20). However, in the
case of input vector data or Monte Carlo sampling process, the calculation of the summation of
vectors for determining iRSScomposite and the trials of iiRSS, respectively, which are time and resource
consuming, can be made only once as shown in Fig. 20.
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FIGURE 20
ICE flow chart

dRSS
i1RSS(refinit)
inRSS(refinit)

Quick
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Go to
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chart
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n

iRSScomposite = Σ (i1RSS)
i =1
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(See Note 4)

Trial of
i1RSS
i2RSS

+

8

–

8

...
–

(i1RSS(ref1–init, i1 – ref1 + ref1–init))..((inRSS(refn–init, in – refn + refn–init))di1...din
A

Where A = 10 log (MAX

itot

i1

(0.1010

1010

–

iRSScomposite (j, ref1, ..., refn) =

in–1

– ... –

1010

n

))

Σ (i RSS) + ref

(See Note 3)
dRSS
vector?

inRSS

8

+

8

+

8

iRSScomposite (i > itot  ref1, ..., refn) =

No

k=1

k

k

– refk–init

(See Notes 3 and 4)

Sorting of
iRSScomposite (ref1, ..., refn)
(See Note 3)

Sorting of
iRSScomposite (ref1, ..., refn)

Yes
ref1 = ref1–min ... ref1–max
ref2 = ref2–min ... ref2–max

Probablility distributions
of iRSScomposite (ref1, ..., refn)

refn = refn–min ... refn–max
Calculation and sorting of:
(iRSScomposite + Nth)/iRSScomposite
or dRSS/iRSScomposite
or dRSS/(Nth + iRSScomposite)

Calculation of:

dRSS(c)·iRSScomposite(i)·di·dc
sens –

P(dRSS/iRSScomposite > C/I)
P(dRSS/(Nth + iRSScomposite) > C/N + I)

c-C/1

+

8

(iRSScomposite + Nth)/Nth)

+

8

Calculation of:
P((iRSScomposite + Nth)/Nth >

8

P((dRSS/iRSScomposite > C/I)  dRRS > sens) =

dRSS(c)dc
(See Note 2)

sens
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Notes relative to Fig. 20:
Note 1 – Computing time is the criteria to choose between sampling or integrating.
Note 2 – This formula is detailed in Document SE21(96)/20(Add.1). (dRSS/I) is the criteria used in this example. Other criteria may
be used.
Note 3 – ref, ..., refn are the values of the relevant parameters (spur, aav, ...) for which the calculation of the probability of
interference is needed.
Note 4 – The meaning of this sum is symbolic since the addition is to be made on the linear values and that iiRSS is expressed in dB.

FIGURE 21
ICE quick calculation flow chart

Quick calculation
flow chart

ref1 = ref1–min ... ref1–max

ref2 = ref2–min ... ref2–max

refn = refn–min ... refn–max

+

8

Pi (Xi, refi–init ) = P((dRSS/iiRSS > Xi) dRSS > sens) =
i=c–Xi

+

8

–

8

dRSS(c)·iiRSS(refi–init, i)·di·dc
sens

dRSS(c)dc
sens

Pi (Xi, refi ) = Pi(Xi – refi + refi–init, refi–init)

n

P(dRSS/iRSScomposite > C/I  dRSS > sens) ≅ Π Pi (C/I – refi + refi–init, refi–init)
i=1
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